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The effect of secondary hardness on the notch toughness of 
a medium carbon steel alloyed with molybdenum was investigated' • 
. The hardness respQnse for the base Oo42 carbon steel with 0% 
. . 
molybdenum, with 2% molybdenum, and with 5% molybdenum was first 
measured at varying temperirng temperatureso From this data 
tempering temperatures were selected and applied to individual 
series of Charpy V-notc.h impact specimens. After· testing the 
resultant transition temperature responses were correlated with· 
the hardness responses for the various heat treat conditions.· · 
The results indicated that the heat treatment required to; pro-
. . 
1 
;.. ' ~ 
. ; 
-~-- duce the maximum secondary hardness response did not produce 
. . ~ 
the maximum 1 oss of notch toughness. . Molybdenum additions ap-
• 
. 
. peared to shift the overal 1 transition temperature response to __ .. 
higher tempering temperatures thereby delaying the onset of 
temper embr1 ttl ement and extending the range of "500 degree 
~brittlement." The molybdenum additions·employed did not ap-
pear to produce a significant reduction in.t~e, severity level 
-
of 11 500 degree embrittlement. 11 
. . , 
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' .. ' . \1 . 
INTRODUCTION 
As a result of the transition from liquid to solid fuels ,in 
many of the rocket and missile systems currently employed by the 
anned ser~ices9 materials requirements for the missile bodies 
have undergone a drastic revisiono In most liquid fuel systems 
. . 
2 
light structural framework and th;n ·skin panels provide the tank-
age ·for the fuel as well as the exterior skin of the missile·. In 
solid fuel systems~ however, the fuel container also doubles as 
,, 
a combustion chamber. The motor case must now be.capable, there-
fore, of containi'ng and ~ha_nneling the extreme heat and gas pres-
sure built up by the combustion~ reaction plus withstanding the 
erosive effects of the reaction products. The case must also b~ 
capable of sustaining the· forces. induced during firing, forces 
caused by the maneuvering of the missile~ plus the nonnal storage I • -• 
and handling shocks. 
• 
· 01)e. family of steels that evoked the early interest of solid 
: fuel motor case designers was that group. referred to as the "hot 
work too 1 s tee 1 so aa Some typi ca~ examp 1 es of these s tee 1 $ , as 
classified-by the American Iron and Steel Institute, are the 
chromium alloyed types such as H-=11, the tungsten a11oyed· types 
~------· --.. ---· _-,------ suc;h as H-21, and the molybdenum alloyed types suCb aS H-41 (t): · 
Considerable data exists i-ndicating that these hot work tool 
steels are capable of developing high hardrness va1ues9 Rockwell 
. c 50_ and above, and high tensile properties., 1so·,ooo psi to 
• ' I 
. I 1. ·, ,' .. 
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. 3 ' I greater than 200,000 psi tensile strengths, at temperatures 
ranging from 900°F to 1100°F(2). The high strength and_ hardness values of the hot work tool steels at elevated tem-peratures are the result of the phenomenon identified as second-~ ary hardeningo Secondary hardening is manifested in alloy steels by a delay in the softening of the tempered martensite structure in the temperature range from 600°F to 1200°Fo In those alloy 
.... --· . -
steels which show a pronounced secondary hardening effect, a com-plete reversal in the slope of the hardness versus tempering tem-perature curve occurs fonning a distinct hardness peak generally 
· at temperatures between 1000°F and 1150°F(2, 3>. Considerable 
work has been perfonned on the actual mechanism of the secondary· hardening reaction and most workers now ascribe its occurrence 
,, 
\ 
to the coherent precipitation of various alloy carbides< 2,3,4,5,6). The transfonnation of retained austenite has also been shown 
-·--····· to have a retard;ng effect on the softening of martensitic steels during tempei"ing< 2•7). Crafts and Lamont< 5) have pointed out, 
. -~--~bowever, that this transfonnati on is not essential to the· secondary 
-
hardening reaction; it is more properly relegated to the position of a complicating factor in any study of the secondary hardening 
.. phenomenon. 
. ./ 
Very 1 i ttl e pub 1 i shed da_t~ exists on the· no~ch toughness prop-
.. erti es of the hot work too 1 s tee 1 s. ·rhe majority of the 1 imi ted --- ... -- --- -----·· . ___ . ., . . . .... 
~c........-~-~-da-ta that-does exist is based upon room---tempera-turr:~- ~harpy 11V11 
···· ···•·.·~··· ····· •. ··· ~ - rrotth -and C ~11~C>ici1E!d i Z~d . sp;~i~~~(2j. Ex tens i ve 1 i tera ture 
;_I ,. 
·,. : 
. . . . ' 
t ·. ·,·. -. 
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. 
. searching has fail~d to disclose any notch toughness data based 
upon the transition temperature behavior of these steels as 
measured by readily understood testso This investigation was 
initiated to study the notch toughness, as indicated by the 
·brittle.to ductile transition temperature behavior, of alloy steels 
subject to secondary hardening. The necessity of separating vari- . 
ables precluded the use of the more complex commercial alloys which 
-utilize two or more strong ·carbide forming elements. It was de-
cided to rely upon one principal alloy addition which would pro-
duce- a distinct secondary h1ardening reaction. From the several· 
·elements available, molybdenum was selected since it also decreases 
the rate of temper embrittlement in alloy steels(S). The rela-
tionship between secondary hardening and temper embrittlement could 
not be ·ascertained from the 1 i terature and consequently the mini-
. mization of any extraneous embrittling reactions was desired. By . ' 
-- ----··· ·•··----- ·_: --··.-··------ . 
. ' . 
- ._.... . 
·~ 
• 
. incorporating alloys with varying molybdenum content plus the 
selected uti1i.zation- of the appropriate range of tempering tempera-
. - - -
- -
----------------·-------·---- . 
. . , 
' tures the secondary hardening response could be· detennined and . . ) 
corre 1 ated with a'1y consequent effects on the ·notch toughness prop---'-"-----~-----· -
ert-i es • 
... 
--- -- --·-- - -
- --- -----
. In· order ___ W_ n1tr11mtze· _compli_~ilti . .onsc_wi.tfi~-reto:f:n_e_4_:~.Y~~tefl_1_t~==il=~----~...c-·· ___ -.· --· --~--·-- -.-·:-c-:·c 






·carbon level of approximately0;40-0~45% was selected and ·the man-
ganes~ C@nteDJt reduced. to.a ... level--·SUfficient only·-to-cprovide-some 
-.---,------.----,,----· _wor.kabi.li-ty~~i-n---the-ci-ngot--b-reakdown.--Furthe-r-control--on-the-l:evel-o-f . --------- ----- ---~ ---··-----"' ·---· . 
retained austenite was obtained by the use cf a liquid ~itrogen 
-quench fo11ow;ng all austenitization treatments. 
:, ' .• •. '. 1'" 
: ·.:. <'. -~ -: . ' 
·. ·\ · .. 
; ..:.. .. ~. ·~-
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t EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
General --·· ·:. - .• , - ' • ___ -· --- - -;-- ;..u-;;. _,. ·.'...,,_;~~·--~~-....,~~~-:..~--.·~·>~:- ~ . ..-..~~.-~~~-=-·----~--··c;;,:___,;..::· .•. -~-'--• --------·--···-,- -
The initial experimentation perfonned in this program was 
. -·----~-·-. --·-· ---,-·-· · .. - ·. 
---·------_--~------------ the determi nati om of the optimutn aus teni ti zing temperature for 
( 
- - _!~. ----~ --- -· 
.\ .. 
. --~____,_ ...•.... 
. ------ --~----
- ·each investigated a11oye The temperature producing the peak as-
quenched hardness value after one--hour at temperature was util-
ized as the·optimum temperatureo Following this determination 
the hardness response for each alloy as influenced by the tem-
pering temperature was measured. Based on these hardness re- -






- ------·-- ----.- ...• ---· ·-· ------~-
. ' "':: \ ' 
, ,, . 
,.·-,-· -
• 
-·- --- -·------- - --------~ --- ---·-
.. 
-----------
___ vfdua1 series of Charpy V-01otch impact specimens. After impact 
s 
______ testing the_ transition temperature responses for· the i nves ti gated ------------ - - ----- -- ··----.---- --
. alloys were detenn1ned and compared with the hardness behavior 
. 
over a range of tempering temperatures to detenn1ne the 1nfluenc~ 
of secondary hardening on the notch toughness. 
___ .. ___ -
-- -----






Three one hundred pound heats were air induction agelted fo_r _ ---------- ---------------- ---_______.c-;;.------ ------· - -- .. 
this investigation. The molybdenum ·contents for the three heets 
_ were targeted at 0%, 2%, and 5%. Deoxidation was accomplished 
by s11icon·addlticins to the ladle. The final analyses of the three 
heats are presented in Table I. 
( 
-------~---------------------·--·· 
--~----.------~-- ---The--forging practice-used _to···t,·reatc--·-c1own-theis-cas t · 1 ngots 
----- depended u_pon the- alloy coretento The 0% molybdenum base alloy 
-_ was, -forge~ at 2200°F with finishing at· 1800°F. The 2% and 5S 'I 1 
,.., 
. ' 
- ,, .. , 
• • ••• ·=-~ -~ 
--- ---~ 
. :=;:::::: -,r :-.~---~-<.! - ~-
--'"~. - ~-·.,-!L....--,,·.,; __ ., _____ ,cc--
---- ·- '"--·· - --- • 
- . --·---- -~ ----·--.- _;:_ - ~ --- --=- ' ---:~-~--
• 
11 
.. --· -· --- -
- - ~-. -· - - - - -· 
6 
molybdenum alloys were forged at 2~50°F wi.th finishing at 1800°f • 
. Reheat was used as requiredo The final forged prodMct consisted 
of hexagouaa1 cross section rods approxi1nately 3 feet in length and 
5/8ths of an inch in diameter. 
Preparation of Specimens 
-For determining the opt1.mum aus ten1 ti zing temperatures and 
.. 
- ... _ ........ ·-. ·-·----~--------. ---___ .,, 
. -~-·t·. ·· · the hardness behavior as influenced by the tempering temperature, 
. -· -··· ····-··· 
----------
---··-···· ------- --- ---
individual hardness specimens i1ere cut to length from the rough 
stock on a water cooled radi~1 cutoff saw. Three quarter inch 
•' 
-
-· -- ----------------------. 
-------- -----
long slugs were ·used for the fonner and two and one quarter inch----- ~~ 
long slugs for the latter. After the austenitization and quench 
two cross sectional faces were carefully ground with a wet belt 
at opposite ends of each austen1t1zing temperature slug to provide 
a smoo~ and- parallel measuring surface. The longer hardness . . t. 
· response slugs were cross sectioned at their longitudinal mid-• 
points after the completion of the austen1t1zing and tempering 
' 
treatments. An internal face and the companion end face were .then 
. 'Carefy]Jy_gro_und .on_awet ... bel-t- to---prov-1-dea parallel measuring· - .----- ---------------------- ., .. -----
..... : 
surface. (Hardnesi impress;ons for the longer specimens were 
... taken on the internal face). 
Charpy specimens· were pr_ep_ar_ed by first machining oversize 
·1,t·anks from annea]e.d stock to a cross section of 0.440 inches ·· 
.... ---
. 
_:::___ ~ sCllla re ami an apJ)roxi mate 1 ength of 2. 3 inches • . following the- - __ .: ___ ~---_ :.--. . .:·.;., . -·~- - 1 ·-------------~--------·--- ·--,. ' -,· - ·-------·---···. 
. . 
. ' 
· . __ . _____ : .. : ______ . __ :au_s teni ti zing and tempering treatments -the over~j_-~~~bJ_.eo_ks _,_w,e_r_e_ ._ .. ··--=·~-···"=·--.,---,-___  -= ... - ~--· ~·· ·~·--'---=-c'---~ -------·----· .. ·----·--·:----~ ' • . -~·--· : 
· ••.• -----·-
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t \ "' I 
'· f1 n1 sh ground to size, O·. 394 1 nches on s 1.de, cut to 1 eng th on · 
't,,. ,' 
a water cooled radial cutoff saw9 and notched in a thread grinder 
. 
w1 th a se 1 f dressing diamond 0• truei ng 90 dev1 ce. Periodic opti ca 1 
comparator checks were made on the finish machined impact.bars 
· . to insure that the prescribed notch geometry was--maintained. 
··: 
Specimens for meta·11ographic study, x-ray diffraction inyes·-
... -·- -- _,_ - - -
tigations, and hardness corroboration were cut from rough machined· 
Charpy b 1 anks and fractured impact bars rep res en ting each separate-~ 
-heat treat or test series.. These specimens were pr1mar11y cross --
• 
-· - --------··-· ~--· 
... - ' ) 
,, sectional faces carefully cut at the longitudinal midpoint or 1m-r 
mediately adjacent to the notch with a water cooled radial cutoff 
· s,w. Necessary surface preparation was again perfonned on a wet 
belt • 
Heat Treatment 
' With the exception of the stock used in the initial deter-
mination of the austenitiz;ng temperatures, all materials used 
_________ for_ hardness and impact specimens receive·d an annealing tre,at-
ment. The stock for anneal;ng was cut into one foot lengths, 
packed into a cylindrical retort, and surrounded by·a mixture 
of spent carburizer and coke breeze. The retort was then cap-
---- ,. -• --------· . -
--- - - ----------
- - ~-- -- - ~ -- - ----- -- - - --




. 1 : _ held at the arnn~~ 1 i ng t~mperature for one ~~uf" and- then- furnace---------~---- .,------_--,, _______,--__ - .·:------------- -·- - -- . . ~~----'-----:;-:" -:--:---~ ---
coo 1 ed unti 1 it was be 1 ow 900°F. The retort was then removed- --- --~-- .. .. ==-··- ... _,,·-.---·--·-· -·,-,-,,c,, -' . : . / - ....... -···· ... . . -- .. ,,.. ______ ._______ ------ -------·--------~--·--_--,· - -
-··~ 
------. -- ·----:Y.~__...,. . . . . .•.• -· - . 
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furnace cool required· a minimum of fifteen hours. Periodic ten1-
perature monitoring was perfonned during the anneal with chromel-
alume1 thermocouples inserted into the retorto 
The austenitization treatments for the 0% Mo alloy were 
perfonned in molten salt~ Specimens were held at temperature 
for· one hour a A variety of temperatures were initially investi-
gated and 1540°F was selected as the optimu1n austenitizing tem-
perature, see Figure 1. This temperature is slightly higher 
than the peak of the as-quenched hardness curve in order to in-
- -- -~----~---
.-----
sure complete hardenability. 
~ The 2% Mo alloy was austenitized at various temperatures 
for one hour in either high temperature salt or a recirculating 
atr furnace. In the latter case, spec;n1ens were pad(ed in a 
carburi zing boat,-and ·surrounded by a mixture tlf spent carl>urizer 
~and coke breeze. Two austenitizing temperatures were selected 
from the aboye survey: 1645°F, cf. Figure 1, which produced an 
average ASTM Fracture Grain Size of eight; and 2100°F which 
• I 
) • '., 1 •. •• 
;-=--....~---· 
• -· ······- ··-· •• ---
--
-· •L..· ----=---
-------- .. ------------·-----~- . 
-
. 
. -· -· . 
produced an average ASTM Fracture Grain Size .of five to six. 
·' ---··· 
' 
., The lower austenitizing temperature treatments were performed . • . 
I 
in the salt bath; ttie higher, in the recirculating air f~rnace • 
..,, 
. . ~ ·. The aus teni ti za tton treatments· for the ·5% Mo a 11 oy were . . . . -~· I I 
.• . .., .- ., 
.-... •. • • , .. · .•. -·- ... , ... ·---T·,.,.···-'"--...-. 
: ·. . · .. ··. 
••· ~r .... ...... •··.·· .. handled in the same manner as the high temperature austeni.tizing 
~--- . __ -----~-·.,--. ~· 
. . 
.. · ; ·, ... · .,·,.' 
. . . ,, . 
'' '." ,;,_ .· .. -- -: ' .. ·. ·;" '. '··------- . ------··· 
treatment for the 2% ~1o alloy. A temperature of 2150°F was 
··--···--· --··--···- .. . .. - ----------·-
.... ··---- .·•w•--· .. -·-·•··: .... • -•- .. -"" -• -- - -·---- ·- ~ - -- --- ---- -~ -
-- - . •· • -•w- -. -- •. , " - r - - -
- - ·- - -
· -c-,~cc-,~-c,·,-·--cccc~---- - ---~~---:-·selected as the optimum temperatures see Figure 2. A highe.r ' ,., ·- ____ ,_ ... ~.· --·-·-------·-·" -··--···--·· . 
I .. . . :· . .... -· ...... -,- ~· .. ...:. .. . ~~ ,• --- - . 
aus terru ti zing temperature, for this a 11 oy was considered pro-
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.that the liquidous occurred at approximately 2200°F. 
Austenii·tization was tenninated for .the three al.loys by an 
intennediate quench into brine for the 0% Mo alloy and oil for 
the 2% and 5% Mo alloys. Immediately following the intermediate ~ 
. quench all samples were given a final quench in liquid nitrogen· 
and.held at that temperature -for a minimum of ten minutes. 




. ·a· rec;rculating air ten1pering furnaceo With. the exception of . 
..... ~ -- - -:...-----=- - ---
. . 
the·series noted belo.~ all s_pefi_~er1s we_re held at temperature 
for one hour and then brine quenched from the tempering tem-
- - -- -----·--
. 
' . perature.. Three series of impact specimens_ from the 2% Mo 
alloy \-/ere given a double tempering treatment following their 
austenitization and quench cycle. These series were tempered 
for one hour at a selected temperature and then quenched into . 
brine, ;11111ediately followed by. a quench into liquid nitrogen. 






-- -- ··-·- ~ ------· -- -·--- -~· ---·--· -- . 
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-fifty Fahrenheit degrees below ·the first temper for a period o_f 
one hour. The only quench from the second te~per was into J 
brine. 
I. 
Thro~ghout all .austenitizing "and tempering· treatments 
- ------------------
·-·---------·- --•-----------·--·------------'-----··--·------ --·---· - ~--------.-· ----- __ ., .. ' 
' -
- --··· ······ --~~~;-:.,.periodic temperat1Jre monitoring was performed with chromel .. al~el---·-. --~~-· ~---·-· · -- ,· ____ ---
- -- ----- ----
-~;._..-:__,---,, . . . -----· .- -----·----····. --
. . . 
,, 
• • • L 
. : therroocoup 1 es i-n direct contact it1i th the sp.ecimens. The speci'- _ ,::~---~-"::::=~=:,._~<-:~_-__ ;_ -·:'. <=-:_. ----- ------------====-=:- --· _ _. 














.. ·, mens are enumerated in the tabulated resul'ts,- refer to Tables II, 
.. 
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- Testing 
All hardness tests _were performed on a Wilson-Rockwell 
testing machineo The accuracy of the machine was checked with 
standard test blocks prior to the tes~ing of any experimental 
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-··,--·-- . ···---· ..-,·--- ····-··---:· -- . 
of· the optimum austenitizing temperatures, and the hardness responses -
as affected by the tempering tempera tu res were a 1.1 derived from a 
_: _______ ~:-=-~·~:.:=-~----- - ~ft ve reading traverse conducted ~cross the prepared surface ·of each 
. ' 
: -~·..:, ___ ;:... ... ·- ·-- -- _., 
- test··specimen. The individual readings 1-,ere averaged to provide a 
;haraness data point corresponding to the particular heat treatment. 
·in;addi:t1~on:to the regular hardness specimens·, readings were also 
made ·on cros~s 'Sectional specimens cut adjacent to the fracture -sur-
face on Charpy bars from each;· hea.t :t~eated i~1pact se~.i.es.. ;These 
. 
-
hardness readings corroborated ·the effectivene·ss ·of :·heat .treatmera:t 
. . 
and insured correspondence with the original hardness versus tem-
pering temperature data. 
Impact testing was carri·ed out on a Tinius Olsen 220 foot 
pound capacity impac~ testing machine. A fully heat treated and ----'----- -----·--------.. ---
- -·--···---·-- - ' -
--
- ·-· - -- -·---·- .-·-----~ 
--- ----- --- -
.. 
. ----·-----·- -·------- -• ~ - - . -····· . 
.. ·-·- ------- ·--.. --~ 
.finish machined· series of Charpy V-notch specimens nonnally consisted " 
I 
'1 
of fourteen bars. Each _$eries was tested through a range.~.,,of .. te ..s_t _______________ ~ 
· temperatt1res and the absorbed energy recorded for each fractured·--------~--------
--bar. A graph of _fracture energy absorbed versus te·sti-ng temperature-----
--· ···•-- ----- -
--·. -- - . . . -
. -





----- - · ----wa-s th-en plotted. -rhe.plot~produced a family of curves forf!~~~----·----------'--
---- -------·------------------- ---·-· - -- - -
--=;~--
.. -- -- --- --- -- - -· alloy. Rep res en ta ti ve · samp 1 es of these· curves a re shown 1 n ----_ - : --·----.. ~-~:_-· -·---... :'._~_.:...c.'._:=..,-:::: .· - -__ : 
_ -----------.-- __ figure 3. __ · _______ . ---··--_ .. _ 
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The low impact testing temperatures were obtained by immersing 
the impact specimens in baths of either liquid nitrogen and methyl 
butane~ or dry _ice and alcoholo Testing temperatures above room 
temperature were obtained by immersing· the spec-imens in baths of 
- -, -- - .. - .. -- --
-heated oi 1 o Temperature monitoring was perfon11ed i.n the baths with· 
,, ,:. -----·· -- ... . 
---- - -----· -- -
'' ' 
either copper constantan or chromel-alu1nel thermocouples placed ~'t-----~---- _. '~ 
the notch region on each test specimen. Once ·the temperature of the . 
test specimen had stabilized at the desired-testing temperature.the--'-------~---. · · · 
specin1en was rapidly transferred to the i1npact n1achine anvil with 
tongs, which had-also been immersed in ~he same bat~. Handl;ng 
t;me between the bath and· hammer impact averaged approximately 
three seconds. 
From the fracture energy-testing temperature curves represent-- - -~~-- -- - - -~ --~ - --
1ng each in1pact test series, temperatu_res were picked off corres-
pondi119 to a prescribed level of absorbed energy. These particular_ 
<' 
·energy levels \-1ere determined by an analysis of the spread of values 
of impact energies obtained for all series tested. The diversity in 
------""~-~ 
th~----~-f_ll'?_~-~-~. of energy absorbed between the three -a-1 loys over the· 
range of tempering temperatures used nece$sitated the selection of 
both a six and a ten f9Q~_J!ound _cri_terion. Ihese .two criteria pro- ___ __c__---·-····---·-··-·~- ---- -··-~---,--\------
_ .. ·-··- ·--· .. -- .- ... ,- . -
vided the_ greatest continuity and ease of comparison bet\1een· all -
variables. The temperatures corresponding· to the selected energy 
- -- ·------------ -·-··----·----
--------------· ------ - -- -
------·~-
-------·.-- -,,,---'-., ---.~-. --'---Tevels are identified as the transi_~~ofl 'temp_erature for the .. ----------------~-~,- ~.--\,::·_ c;.::7' __ _:_: _______ _ ---· -·· ----··· .. - .... - ··········· ·-··· ···-········ --- :::... ~ -- - --· ·-------- ----~-;--------.!.. --- - -- -- .- - - -- - --
.----·-particular energy criterion.- The shift in these temperatures··,"··--·--'.-.,~- _.-.-;._---~,~--.::·-.:---~---- ,· -- --- - . - . ~ ------ _, - - - - ...... -·. - . . -· -·· - - - ·-·--- .. - . 
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. I ' 
from series to series is utilized to show the influence of alloy 
. 
content, temperi rrng tempe.r,i-ture, and aus tern1 tic grain size on the 
. abi 11 ty of the· Charpy bar to absorb impact energy. 
Meta11ogr~phic testing performed during the course of-this._ 
· tnvestigat1on. included 1nicrostructural exami~ations of representa-
---------~~-· ttve samp] es __ from_ each ._heat treat -condi ti on, inc-1 udi ng · the as--forged 
I 
cond1 tion 9 and process control specimens from each heat treat cycle.
1 
_ 
---- · -- ~-~-- : -The specimens were primarily cross sectional surfaces cut adjacent 
.,._. ,,• 
to the notch on finish inachined impact bars or at the longitudi;nal 
.. mid~poi nt on impact b 1 anks and rough forged slugs. -- Specimen pre-- ---- --- · ------ ------- --
para ti on was performed according to standard m~~~!! 1 ographi c hand 
-·-~ 
. 
~'polishing techniques(JO).. The etchants found to be the most suc-
c·essful for the alloys involved were solutions of one per cent 
n1tal, picral, or mixtures of the two solutions. The average 
etching time was approx;mately ten seconds. 
·Fracture surfaces from broken impact bars representing the 
various austenitizing conditions were compared with ASTM Fracture 
.. --·--------------------· ----- ---"urafn size Standards t() determine the prior austenitic grain sizes. - ··· ~------
Studies were al°so 1nade on representative samples from the · 
~--__:____,...-.....-----~-_:va-rfou·s· -aus teni tizfng-·treatn1erats to .. determine the quantities. of ... --·--···-------~----. --
-retained austenite re1naining after the quench to liquid nitrogen 
i:.~ 
- --··-·-·-···--·· ·----------------- ---
_temperatures. Standard X-ray di ffractton techn;ques were ut; 1 i z-ed 
• - - - - --- ______ ·· ·-·-· -~ · -C •• ~=-------On these dete nni nations ( 11 ) • ·-··----· -·· ·····- ' .. ··- ····--· ---- - -- -- - . -- - --- .. ---- - --- - .. . ., . ., ...... __ , ___ ...... -~ 
... -~- ,· . 
.. .,. ·-~--- __ ,. __ _ 
.- l • 
-6 • .•.- -.-:-r•·••·,·-n.-•""'" ••·,.....,..._..·_·".-""'.'"""--" ... _,., •• •'"n•,-" ·,_.-,·-•-..-•-•-···· .,.l " •- __ ;,---::'.". ;;_- .-~, .... ;:_,_--;;_-;:-.. ,-::..--:,:.;::.' --~-- • S ·;-•.-=,L ~----.-. ~o,._ L 
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13 
. RESULTS - I 
The.hardness responses of the three alloys as influenced 
.. 
-· ·------------
by the tempering temperature are individually plotted in 
. Figures 49 .5, and 6; and grouped as a_ composite plot-i-n,-f-igure 7·. - --------- _.,----,---
The data points are tabulated in Tables I!, III, and IV. 
. 'LJ Wj th ____ flrs_t __ cons ideration di rect~d to the hardness respcfnse---~~- --~~----·--·--
' . ··- _,._.,.-.-,~;-,---,-,,~•-..ot _.._ .... _ .~ .. ..__,r _· ", .-"_'!_'·· -·····. 
of the 0% Mo or base.alloy, it can be seen ·from Figure 4 that the 
_ behavior is quite straightforward. and agrees well -with-published 
data for a water q~enched AISI 1040 steel(lZ). It is apparent 
that thi~ alloy is not SU$Ceptible to a secondary hardening reaction. 
The 2% Mo alloy on the other hand is clearly undergoing a . 
secondary hardening reaction with a peak in hardness occurring in 
the neighborhood of 1050°F, refer _to Figure 5. Goo~ agree,nent 
exists between the hardness specimens used specifically t;pr deter~ 
m; ni ng the hardeni rig response and the readings taken front sectioned 
Charpy bars representing each heat treated impact series. The con~ . 
• figuration and level of response of the experimentally determined 
curve agrees well with the data of Bain and Paxton for a 0.35 
· carbon steel containing 2% molybdenumC1 3). The three double temR@1' __ _______ ______;..---------: -------. ----·-. -· 
' data points ·shown on the plot appear·to indicate- a sl.ight vertical 
-·-Sh-i-ft fro~ the curve _as de_tennined by the single temper speci.n1ens. -- - -
····-···--···--······ 
-----~---·---
__ -------------~:--~·: ______ fi-gure--5 also shows that if the austenitizing te1nperature is. raised 
• 
- • 
• • • 
< 
• 
- - -- -- ~ 
from 1645°f to 2100°F a sn1all vert;cal displacement in the tempering ·: -· --------------~-~~-~----- -···· - --
.. 
- - · · curve wi 11 appear. 
•. t. 
-- • •.• /,:· 'i'' '. 
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... .:.l' 
.. ·· .. During the preparatio·n of the-specimens· it was. noted that .. -------~--
tt_le as-forged stock from the 5% Mo alloy had a heavy concentra-




--·---·~-~----'-utili·zing raaiographic and physical cut-up ;nspection n1easures 
sufficient stock was salvaged from the alloy -~'?. pre>yi_cle a .li.1nited 
-~___:_--,---~· num6er.-of impact bars plus the specin1ens for the hardness versus 
... 
ten1peri ng temperature 1 nves ti gati on. Unfortunately this res tri c-
ti on was to markedly reduce the ant;cipated evaluation of the 5% 
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-- ~ - -
. , ... ·, 
.. -----···-- --
. harden;ng resp·onse with the 0% r,10 alloy providing the base for 
comparison. The 5% Mo al,loy was relegated to the position of 
provid;ng data o~ only supporting value. The hardness data for 
the 5% Mo alloy is presented ;n Figure 6. A very distinct peak· 
occurs in the range 1050°F to 1100°F. The agreen1ent between the 
data points derived from the hardness specimens per se and the 
sectioned· Charpy spec-imens representing each ~~~-~-- ~reat_e.d_imp~au:~~t----~---: -------~ 
se~ies is quite good. The scatter is app~oxin1ately one point on 
. ~. 
the .Rockwe 11 C seal e w~i en is equi-valen,t- to tha·t exper·i enced with - ------ ----
the 21 Mo alloy. ·The one double--temper data point although 
I 
. slightly harder is still within the scatter band for __ !h~--~urv~e_------.--, _-~--
- ---~ 
-----
------~-------as--·determinedby-.the--single temper hardness data. A comparis.on. - ' . ! 
. 
--·- -- '"" _-_ '---=:.- •. ,.-,.-- .•. ~-·~--- ---
---
. 
- . -- ... -
~::~:·~-·=-,--~-"--~~~":"~~~~~~-_:--.-~~=~--·-~-~&f·-~the··s-ingle -temper 5% f4o alloy data with Bain and Paxton's data- -------·· - ~ ---· ---
. ., ..• ·-·· . "' - - ·--·· ,--
--
for a 5% inolybdenum addition to a o.35 carbon steel (ll) Sh0WS -~--.--·--~----:----·--------···--------
·, 
. . . ,I . 
reasonable agreement w;-th the exception that the experinaental 
'!--' I •• ·;,.,\. ' 
. . . 
'l,1'"1'.11~~: '' ,'.. 
. • 
• I 
- . ·,.· '.'•' ' 




= --m_± LY ; . .
,$ 
curve is shifted to somewhat higher hardness values and. the -
secondary hardening peak is anore pronouncedo · 
.. ----
. Lihen the composite p 1 ot of the three hardness --curves is con-
. 
~-------_ -S-1.dered, see figure --7-g----the effect----Of the-molybdenum-addi-tions on .• 1 
• 
hardness is immediately apparent. Excluding for the 1no1nent the~,;/, 
---------------------------------------- --, hardness o.f 2%. Mo al-l·oy ·at- tempering~=tempe·ratures ·below ·400°F which . . 
---~~--:·. -
will be discussed in a forthcoming section, the two alloys contain-
ing molybdenun1 ~oth show an increase in their overall hardness 
. 
.. · •·· 0 . 
- t . 
level. < Next, the drop~off. in the hardness of the temper~d marten-- ---- - ~--7 
/ 
·- ------·----.. ·------'--_-~"-··-------- - · site structure of the t\-10 molybdenum ·containing alloys is 1narkedly 
retarded at 1 ncreased temper; ng tempera tu res and comp·l ete ly re-
versed as the secondary hardening peak is approached. It is in-
teresting to note that the ten1perature at which the maximu,n sec-
. , 
. / 








-------------,---. ----· --~-----ondary hardeni-ng response i-s- experienced- does not undergo a notice- ---_--
ab 1 e shift when the molybdenum conten·t 1 s increased. An addi t; ona 1 
increase in the overall hardness level and the accentuation of 
the secondary hardness peak dQes oe_c_u_r_, __ howe .. ver.---wbe~the---1no_ulyw:bl--L-------'---'-----:::--H-------~------------·-- -------- --
denum content is raised, from two to five per· cent. Once the 
... 
__________ secondary_ ~ilrdn~ss _ p~~k_ ~~s ~e~!l-~_lt~j_o~g ___ tbg __ fJJ'Qp--Q_ff in b~rdn~ss~_: ----~-,.'-----
for both molybdenum containing alloys is very rapid and their 
... 
- --- ·hardness levels tend -to approach, the 0% r~o alloy hardness at high 
----------·---·-····---·-----·-------··-------·-----·--·-----··---··· ' 
-
_ tempering ten1peratures. 
CC'"••• '--'"r--r.-~=--=~=~,::.c____~,c---
.. ·-_;•.:·.-~~--,-
The transition temperature response of the 0% t4o alloy is 
- . . ------·- - ---------
-------~-~--~-~-~- ·-· 
-
- ·--- --··-- ----- - ........ --.~ -------
--- : ~ _---~ ··;.-: __ ~---____ .··. __ -_··_- --=~ ,- ---~-----·-----. ~=~~-~-:-~~=.;, ... "'."·-~::7-~-- ~---~:~p1-ot'ted in ftgure.-:8- .for ---two fracture--energy criteria. The hard-:.~~~~=:·-=~==:: __ ,~:::: ______ ,_., ____________ ·--
' . 




· ness response is also included to facilitate c.orrelation. The 
/, ... 
' ' , ' 
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' ' 
.six foot pound ·criterion ·curve indicates the presence of a plateau 
- ---·-··------ --~-
1 n the transition temperature range 500°F to 600°F. _This plateau 






. . ' ' 
. peratures is commonly referred to as 11 500 degree embri ttlement11 (1 4l~-----.--~~C · ...... · -----'--__________ ... -- ' 
' 
At -about 600°F the transition temperature falls off rather steeply, 
~--~-----le-Ve-ls off near 800.,-F ,--and then·starts·-a·graarial i-ncrease \'Ii th_ -
tempering te~peratures .of 900°F- o.r higher. The ten foot pound 
-criterion curve dupl;cates .. the six foot pound· behavior although 
. 
· the data is not as complete at the 1.ower ten1pering temperatures. . . 
---------
,. 
-- .. .. -- .... , - ._ --~··------ ·--- ·------- - ··- . --------·--·----<·-· -- .. when the transition temperature curves are compared to the hard-
ness curve, the upp~r ten1peri ng ten1pera ture 1 i mi t of the p 1 a teau 
appears to coinc;de with the point on the hardness curve where 
the drop-off in hardness assumes a linear character. No other 
correlations are evident. 
The transition temperature response of the 2S Mo alloy shows 
a general similarity to that of the 0% Mo alloy, c.f. Figure 9. 
Both the six and ten foot pound energy criteria curves display a ---~~----------------· 
.. 
~------------··---------··-·--· -- ---- -- ·--- -
- --
broad plateau of increased em~rittlement in the 500°F to 700°F 
tempering range. At approximately 750°F, a rapid drop from the 
·-···-·· ·-·. -
---- -·· --·· - - - - -----------
-- - ---· ---
--,-----~tra-nsition temperature plateau occurs. As with the 0% Mo alloy, 
· ~ -· the drop-off in transition temperature appears to bear ~ relation-
. 
. 
'.·_: _________ ----:-::---..,.,.===-------5hip to the inflect;on point on the hardness curve. After the ----c-· .. . -- - .. - ... --- ·-- "i' 
.';-- ., - --- ~-;-- -=--·. ~--- - - ,- .. 
. cc-=-
_____ ...... ,. -;friitlal rapid drop in transi"tion t~mperature a gradual. reduction 
. 
-· .c.......-,-..----c-a1-n----the---slope--of the- curve occurs until a mi ni1na is reached. · Little-------.~~~---';--',-,-, ~---- -~---'· 
relationship appears to ·exist between the 1ninima and the continued 
. : retardat·ion in the softening of the tempered n1artensite. After ) ,.! . 
' ' 
. -,., ' 
. ,... t ' ' ''· 
' ' f < 
'/' ., 
., 
' IL II 
--~---,-----~~-------................................................... 1!!!!!1111111111!1!111111111lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII - ' ~. ':.' <-'.,.. 









-passing the 1ninimal point the transition teanperature response 
-
. (1 
_ initiates a gradual rise with increasing tempering temperature. 
· It should be noted that no discontinuous effects ;n the -transition 
temperature response are apparent at or beyond the point of 1naxi~ 
mum secondary hardness. 
-- . l 
Three double -temper impact series data points are also~ -included 
iii in Figure 9 for both fracture energy criteria. It is imn1edi,t'tely 
apparent that double ten1per;ng produces a marked increase in the 
level of the transition temperature regardless of criter;a or tern-
. pering temperature. This behavior is opposite to the drop in the 
transit;on temperature that would nonnally be expected to occur in 
highly alloyed steels which require double teu1pering to eliminate 
retained austenite. Each set of three points appears to parallel (r 
-
the response.of the single temper curve for the respective energy 
-
. ·: 4 . ·. .. 









cr1 teri on. ___ The reader 1 s _reo1tnded ____ that_J_;_t_tle-~---1-f- any-,- -ef-fect-----------------=-..::..-----1------~--:----------- -
_ o~curred in the hardness response ~s a result of the double tem-
peri.ng treatment. 
The presence of a rapid drop-off from the plateau for the 2S 
~1o a 11 oy shown in Figure l O represents data fro1n four series of 
-impact bars austenitized at a te,nperature of 2100°F. This ~reat-
me~.t produced a prio·r austenitic grain size of ASTM 5-6.(The data 
.. 
in F-tgure 9 represents the 2% Mo ~lloy austentt;zed at a tempera-•='--=·-·- -,- .. -, __ ,_,_ ----------=-=- -~ ------~--- - ----- - --
''\ 
l 
. . l 
._( ___ ,_· ______ , _____________ ture of 1645°F with a prior austenitic grain size of ASTM 8.) - ------ - -- -- -:---· -------------- -----1 
_______ ----- ---~~-~~· ~--_c~ -The drop-off· point at the upper tempering ten1pera ture l i1ni t of . -·----· - - -- ----- I" • ~---· ~~,·~·.---·- • 
- ' J -
' - . 
'\ . -·· 
. ' ' . ' 
' ' 
• • ,J' 
! ;:' _.' ' 
the plateau still bears an apparent relationship to the inflection 
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.. I Turning now to. the transition ten1per~turf! be_~avior _of the 
.SS Mo a1_1oy as it is pl~tted in Figure 11, it is evident from the data . 
. points .that this alloy· 1s subject to more scatter than previously 
\ 
. 










.curve for the six foot pound energy criterion does show a behavioral 
. similarity with that of the-·2%. Mo alloy in the ten1pering region~ 
covered, i.e. the area surroun9ing the minimal point. For reasons 
. I 




. previously noted the data .. points do not cover a region of sufficient breadth to indicate the presence of a plateau or·a rapid drop from 
this plateau as found ;n the 2% Mo alloy. One data point for a 
double tempered impact bar series is included in Figure 11. The 
point i~ within the heavy scatter band for this alloy and does 
not indicate any abnonnality in the transition temperature response. 
Two con1parisons of the transition temperature response at 
the same impact energy criterion for the alloy_s and heat treatlnents 
. . .. ' 
----,-investigated are presented in Figures 12 and 13. ___ In order that the 
"" 
differences in the respective austenitizing temperatures and their· 
,onsequent austen;tic grain si~,es are kept in mind the data is sum-
marized in tabular fonn as follows: 
Alloy 
--
· o: r.10 
-:,:......"'- ~ 
-
- ;t:-..,_::: -~ ~ - .~= _______ · ... ·· 
... 
- --
-•- . ;. -------




Average . ASJf•1 F·racture · ---
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The · changes that the addition of molybdenum . produces on: the- transf ~- -----···------··--·--· .· ... '. ..... ·-- ·-·-·--·----·, ' '______...'7, 
ti on temperit~re of th® base 0~40 carbo~ steel are more obvious in '( ; . . 
-
- . th.es® t\1@ graphs o The most s i grroi f 1 cant change 1 s the eirlttefiilS i «in of 
•• o.••-··-•'' •- I', .••• -•-'-··-·• •·-·· • 
i . .' 
the tra~sition temperature plateau to higher tempering temperatures. 
. :--~--- .----··· -- -----~---·.--· :··.·········· · The addition of two per cent molybdernum extends the plateau by ap-
. ---··-. .. ., 
--'.-- ~ . 
. proximately 200 Fahrenheit degreeso On the -vertical axts the level .. 
of the transition, temperature 1s ·only slightly reduced, if at all, 
. . 
-· - - - ~ - - -- . -· . - - . -
by the addition of the molybdenum to_ the base a11oy !_~ Jhes~ __ is_s_e_s_s~--------;--___:__--
ments are based on a comparison of the two alloys with equivalent . . . 
austen1t1c grain sizes, see the curves _for the OS Mo alloy and the 




. comparing the 0% Mo alloy and the 2S Mo alloy austenitized at 1645°F 
since a 1fferentia1 of two.ASTM grain size numbers exists 1n the 
prior au tenitic grain size. The effect of two ASTM grain size 
numbers apparently causes a vertical shift ·of approximately seventy-
five degrees ·1n the transition temperature and an extension of the 
plateau of increased transition temperature to higher tempering 
temperatures by approximately 100 degrees Fahrenheit, refer to the· 
two 2S Mo curves. 
-
' "olybdenum add1t1ons also appear to ;nduce a delay 1n the onset 
· of temper embr1 ttl ement. ~ The onset of temper embri ttl ement 1 s taken 
i ~ appear at the minimal point in 'the transition temperature curv·e. By 
. 
.. 
,• 0._,-,-~a,~~·-·"-- •· " • 
_.,..- --~-··"" -·-·-·· ,------------
-- extrapolating the transition temperature curve of the. 2% Mo alloy aus-
~II'; •• L -
-•··· ·• ,~=~,··~=::.~~-~-~~=--"-,~·-'~~~=7--···,;>-tenitized at 2100°F in a manner parallel to -that of the alloy austeni-
-ti zed at 1645~F and then comparing it with the 0% Mo alloy of equivalent . . . . -·: ·,: .';: · ... ' 
---- ---· - --- ---------------- ---- - -- ~ - - --
- -·-·-·----·-···-···-
_..:....~.<,-:...,.._., ----~-""gra·1-n·=-·-s-fze_;_ it ajipearrs·-~tti'a_t_ -temper embri ttlement is delayed several hun- · 
• 
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-
".-._:·, 
.... [' 20 
__ ....:...-------·· 
-····-· 
- - ' 
. I. . . 
p .• • ' • 
.'· 
---~--
-~------------ ---- -- -- -------
-- ~--- -- OCc-Ut 111 -~;,y of the cur~es 1n the tempering region associated 
-· . with the secondary hardness peak (1050°F). . 
·' 
·-·. --'· -- . __ .: -
-- -·-
·. T~e six foot pound co1nposite plot, Figure 13, also includes 
"},_ . --· 
_ the 11mi ted transi t1orru te1nperature data fot the· 5% Mo a11oy. This 
---------~--~-·- .: __ -~:-_:---:--·-· .alloy is signifi.cantly .more embrittled tha·n either the 0% Mo or 
. . the 2% Mo · a 11 oys s 1 nee even the mi n; mum 1 eve 1 of trans 1 t1 on tem-
. · --
_. perature for the 5% Mo alloy is either equivalent to ~r more 
• 
severe· ·than ·the maximum level of transition temperature for the __ -




.. ···As noted in the Experimental Procedure, metallographic 
specimens from each alloy in the as-forged, annealed, fully hardened, and hardened and tempered conditions were examined for 
m1crostructure variations and as heat treat control specimens.-The latter specimens were used primarily to determine the extent 
of any_ surface decarburizat;on or carlbur;zation which occurred . during the heat treatment. The maximum total plus partial decar-
. . burization observed did not exceed 0!0013 inches and occurred on .\. 
rough machined impact blanks wh;ch were austenitized at 2100°F. 
________ Since the rough machined Charpy blanks had 0.023 inches of excess 
stock per side,. final ·machining operations more than c_ompensated 
-~-·-----,-~_.:·--:·~- for any surface attack. The removal of the undesirable surface layer was verif.1ed with cross sections fro111 fini'sh machined bars. 
. . . 
' . t, 
··'' 
',,, 
' !,' I, • 
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-
-· during the heat treating phases of this investigation did not dts- -
_ close any significa&1t irregularities. ~articular attention was 
paid to the quenched and tempered specimens and various etchants 
--
. were applied in atten1pts to bring out the ferritic and prior aus-
tenitic · grain sizes. Although these atte1npts were not successful 
. 
. with respect to- the ferrite grain size, moderate success was 
·, 
--achieved in bringing out some prior austenite gra,-ns. A series 





____________ - -________ of photom1crographs for the three alloys in the hardened ·and tem-
pered ccndi tion are incorporated as Figures 1_4 through 17. The 
' 
. 
.' ,': . ,. 
:•,. ,,,, 
partial delineation of prior austenitic grains can be observed 
in the low magnification photographs of Figures 14, 16, and 17. 
The representative samples from each of the three alloys in 
. 
the fully hardened (as-quenched) condition which were examined 
by X-ray diffraction techniques(ll) for retained austenite 




. 2S Mo 
5S Mo 
- ·. _,. 
Aus~enitizing Conditio~s 
1540°F/1 hour/brine quench plus liquid nitrogen quench 
1645°F/1 hour/oil quench plus liquid nitrogen quench 
2100°F /1 hour/oi 1 · quench plus liquid nitrogen quench 
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' The level of retained austenite in all three alloys 1~ considered ·- ---.! 
. to be relatively insignificant. 'The accuracy of detennination is 
·. considered to be plus or minus one percent.- .. 
----,---,-----~--- ·- ... 
' s4•• 
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. . .._.. -·. DISCUSSION 
•· --- -----
---- . -,- -·-· ~·-·· . ________ .:.. . ' . -·· --· 
. -The hardness results of this investigation· have indicated 
, .. 
-·--··--·-----. - . 
_,- that addi ~ions of two and five percent molybdenum to a. low manganese . 
. . -·· ···- .. ____ ......,....·' ". ______ ' -···- -- -- .. - -
. 
-
0.40 carbon steel will induce a secondary hardening reaction after . 
~· 
_____ teRlpering for one houro The secondary.-hardne~s peak occurs at a 
tempering temperature in the neighborhood of l050°F •.. A d_~splace-
nient in the location of this secondary hardening peak to higher or 
- - -· - -- - -- - -· - -
lower tempering temperatures for these alloys does not occur as a 
consequence of altered austenitizing conditions or molybdenum 
. . 
content. This statement is premised on the lack of significant . . • I 







--w·•.--··--- -· ....... --·~·- ·-~-·--~ - _, 
1645°F and that for the 5% Mo alloy austenitized at·2075°F. Froml 
the data of the 2% Mo alloy ;t appears that raising the austen1t1z1ng 
temperature will cause only a slight overall increase in hardening 
lev_el per given tempering temperature. This increase 1n hardness 
with austenitizing temperature is undoubtedly the result of solid 
·-· - - ---- -- --so 1 u ti on effects which occurred in the austenite. : 
.... ---- '· .-------·- .. . I 
__ _ __ The secondary hardness peak is believed to arise from the pre-
. . _ ---·· cipi tation of the Mo2c carbide. Both Kuo(lS, 16) ~n~ Irvin~ ~!!~" ........ -- .. . 
. . . i:., .... -· , .. ·-~. :, _ ... "-·" .. ·-·-.. ~~- .,_ - PickeringC1 7) have found that 1:he intenn~diate carbide which ___ -~ .. L- ' • • -• .... ' •-,.~ - ,•• • _. "-, • 
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-· . _·. __ , __ :_ ___ . __ . -~.,---~--_: ____ .;._ __ ~---, -------- ~.:_._ ....... ·: ---23··.·····-··-~~-~-~-·····~·.·.: 
appears after or coincidEtntally with cementite and is responsible 
for secondary harrdeni ng in molybdenum c©ntairni mg steels is of the 
-
. · form Mo2c. This carbide is. replaced after much longer times, or 









or ar(Unreso1ved carbide identified as Moacb. Both sets of inves-
- _.,_ --· -------- ~- -- --- -- - -·-- -
· tigators identified the carbides by X-ray diffraction techniques on , · 
· powders e1ectrolytica11y extracted from the matrix. From ·a 0.42 
. 




c after three . 






' ...•. __ · ... ____ 
0 
~------- lilil'lutes at 1J00°F, and Fe3c + Mo2c + MoaCb after one hour a~ 1300°F. · 
. .. Only Mo2c was identified in aQ.38 carbon steel with 5.1_5_ Mo_a_ft_e_r_~-·~....:..:..c..--=-~--=-r 
·-----=---:--,------.th-J'ee--mfout1?s-or-even after One FiOUr at 1300°F. 
..._ Irvine and Pickering working with a bainitic matrix identified 
Mo2c in a 0.10 carbon steel with 2.05 Mo after one hour at 1000°F 
and this carbide continued to exist beyond 1300°F. Carbides of 
the fomi'Mo23c6: Moacb and Moc were not identified until tempering 
conditions corresponding to extensive overaging were utilized, 
1.e. tempering for one hour at a temperature in the neighborhood 
of 1400°F. (The experimental data of this investigation indicates 
that tempering at 1300°F for one hour is sufficient to induce 
overagi ng.) 
Excellent data exists, therefore, to indicate the fol"l!I of 
------·- · - .... the carbide responsible for the secondary hardening peak as Mo
2
c. 
J~C! tempera tu res at which the effects of Mo2c preci pi ta tfon are . ,_ .• . 
• 
. . 
· felt, however, are still subject to the vagaries of the detection ----'--"-~···· -~-"------•-
. .. .. . . . . --- -~-----~~-~- - ·=---~-~~~ -~----·----· .. .. "-----·--··~~~~-
- .. --·- ~------- ·-·····-·•--,.- ·-·-----
·--- ·-·--· - - - ---·-- ----·~-- -•- .... - -- .. 
. 
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technique. ____ X4119_r~y ___ d_i_ff_rac_t_ion _of--el-ec-trolytical-ly extracted·· -- .___,..-~-· --'----·--·------------·-···· ------------
----~--· . ·'·.........,.,. -?···_ ..... ,,. ---
-
- .. - - -· :· ... -
• 
ca.rbide particles- indicates that Mo2c· exists at temperatures -in -
the neighborhood of 1000~, after one. hour of tempering. It 1s 0 
appareort, however, that the Ro-ckwe11 C h~rdness ineasurements have 
sensed this carbide not only at temperatures in the neighborhood 
of 1050°F, which cotresponds to the secondary hardness peak, but 
. 





, .. --------:- -==-=-=----:perature~ .. Parameters of a more Subtle nature may indicate· the. 
presence of the Mo2c carbide at even lower temperatures, if it 




-- - - --
- -- --- -- -----
..1.-----~-------------lhe· ···compal';-s·on··lff--tfiena rcfnes_s-responses for the two mo lyb-
! .. ·. 
denum alloys ;ndicated a substantial increase in _h_ardness with 
increased alloy content. The increase:in the overall·hardness 
level and the accentuation of the secondary hardness peak between 
the_2% Mo and 5%.Mo alloys is believed to be due in part to in-
cre~sed prec;pitation of the r~o2c: carbide. The effects of increased 
solid solution reaction should also be felt, especially a_t the 
lower tempering temperatures, since more molybdenum would be avail-
able and higher temperatures present to induce greater solubility 
;_... . and homogeneity in the. ori gi na l austeni te. . .., : ... \ . -'·--·--...-..--------------- ----
Prev1o_us __ r.em~rks in the Results concerning the three hard-
\ 
. ness responses on the composite plot_, Figure 7, deferred discus-
. s 1 on on the 1 ower hardness· of the 2% Mo a 11 oy as compared to the 
OS Mo alloy at tempering· tempera·tures b~low 400°F. This. condition 
. . .. --- ·---- . __ :.·~4 .,--, --~;-·"'.·~:---:- .·, .... :.--;-·· - - . ~ . 
' i 
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-----------~--"-,·~~-'.-.----C------ -;----1.s .. believed. to resul·t- from- the---meta-1 lographi-c---·· preparation· of· the·· .-.. -·------------'---•-:---,----,--·------c - - - - I 
-'.· .. _._ .. - -
. ! ,· 
as-quenched sampleso At room temperature the difference between 
the t\10 curves is on 1y on the order of two points on the Rockwe 11 C ; · -· 
... scale and is based on two as-quenched samples g see--Figures--5--and---7-~ ----'---'---'----- ------------· 
Slight overheating during metallographic preparation is believed 
to have induced tempering effects. These same effects would be 
masked for specimens representing higher tempering temperatures • 
··- ,._ 
-
',, ",.~ . ' -




: condition, since .the quantities identified by X-ray analysis are 
insignificant. 
- -- ------ ----- ___ .. 
________ · ____ ------ -------------- - --- - -----~-~-----'--
-------------- - -
._ - --- ----~efore dfs-cussing the transition tempertture results. ;t 
should be understood that the transition temperature has been 
used ·1n this investigation as a measure of the embrittlement to 
.. 
which most alloy steels are subject. Since embri ttlement is a 
relati~e tenn, it requires definition as to what is considered 
ductile or brittle behavior. In this particular investigation 
two impact energies have been selected as the lim;ting condition 
between ductile .and brittle behavior. i.e. the six and ten foot 
pound impact energy criteria. The curves plotted in Figures 8 
through 13 show, therefore, that the investigated alloys after \ 
being heat treated in a given manner will undergo a transition 
· from ductile to brittle failure when i'mpact tested at a specific 
---------·' 
- - - ·~ ... - ~ _ _,___ ---··- . . ~ - ---- __ .. ------ •. - -- --
• 
temperature~ further identified as the 11 transition t~mperature~ 11 . 
----··-····~-.--- .. ---- -··-
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. ----------· -~-~ --~ .---,----------·-
function of several variables. The variables of primary interest· 
~ 
in this study were the molybdenum· content and the ·tempering 
. c, •• ,, ' • • I ~. ' 
.. _______ .... .------------------~-----:---'""--- ---,--------'-·-·····-······-~----.~ -· --·-
. t~~p~r~ture_~-----~~~-· __ 
'' 
~- The use of molybdenum as an alloying agent has produced some 
rather interesting effects on the transition ·temperature of the 




perature plateau to highsr·te1npering temperatures, and the delay 1n the 




Both of these effects may be the r~sul t __ of one gene_ral overal 1 -- -·-· .-- -----~-----~--
------· --- ----'--.:..__:.....,....:_._-----
. ' 
shift in the transition temperature response as opposed to two 1 
i_ ndj vi dua 1 effects. Further i nves ti ga ti on beyond the two extremes. 
of the tempering region studied are required, however_,. to s~bstan-
. 
. 
-·· tia,~e-this possibility. The role of the molybdenum add;tions in 
these e·ffects is not clea_r·; however, the 1nost logical presumption • 
would be that the molybdenum is tieing up ~arbon as Mo2.c thereby 
denying carbo·,..- to the embri ttl i ng reaction~ 
· The apparent correlation between the drop-off point of the 
transition temperature plateau and the inflection point on the 
- ----------------------~---
.. 
. ----- .. - - . -· . . .. -- . -
- ---- - - _.___ ... -
. hardness curves is of considerable j_oterest. The correlation ·in-
dicates quite clearly that secondary hardening does not cause 
increased embrittlement since the ·inflection point is the meas-
urable start of the secondary hardness reaction and at th.is tem-
perature the transition temperature is undergoing a rapid decrease 
. ...--- - ~ - ____ ,... __ 
r 
.... -- -----;---- •, .~-~--- - -
-- .. -- - - - • - - -- - .'I.~- - -
.. 
. ' 
. ,•', ',1 ,.· ,•' ,' 
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____ .. ------·----- - .....:..--....-----·-- .. 
in severity. Again it appears that the role of molybdenum must 
be orie of pirating essential ~lements away from the ~mbritt11ng f 
reactiono · f1Jrrtherr substantiation of this lack of corresporrndence 
between secondary ha·rdeni ng and embri ttl ernent is the continuity 
of the transition temperature response in the tempering range \ 
corresponding to the secondary hardness peak. In contrast to the 
hardness··-peako the'' transltiori temperature senses-·no·unusual - --·-- ---~----~·c'·---·~~---.··-.. _-:-·-~.a.,., ...... ··-······ 
behavioro It proceeds in a positive continuous manner from the 
minimal point, which customarily follows "5oo· degree embrittlement, 11 __ ·_ .. _____ _ 
. . 
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I l ,, ·' '!. ; r; :~11  . 1ll1' 
-· -____ --. ------on-·into regions correspoodi ng to overaged conditions. ·----------··-··-·--- .. -- . ····- .. •- . . , ..... -, . - . -
. --- --- ................... -··--------- ........ -----·----------------- ---------~----'-'-----------
1t--,-s--i-~teriistl-ng ___ to·-·note the strong effect that double · 
" 
- tempering has on the transition temperature as compared to the 
\] 
n~gligible effect on hardness. This disparity in response sug-




g_~~-t$ 'tt}ij __ t_ the reactions taking place with longer tempering time- --- :---------- -
-·,1 
.. 
- - - at slightly reduced temperature are more in the nature of morpholog-
. '·-'" 
- -· . ' 
ical changes rather than c.,hanges in bulk quantities. The increase · 
. in transition temperature with double tempering appears to obviate 
·-
__ retained aus teni te as a cause. The actua 1 response is di ametri cal ly 
opposite to the decrease in transition temperature which would 
· nonnally have occurr~~ ;f retaine_~~auste~rite were·a significan_t--. 
- --· -u. -·- --·---· - ··-. . .. ----~- , ... _ .. 
·. ,:.; ·.·; {· ... ·: - .· -, ' 
'. -··-. _; ,. . .: 
- . ----,.------·-·--·- ' .· 
contributor. 
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The effects of prior austenitic grain size on the transition 




temperature are also clearly illustrated in the.data from the 2% Mo 
alloyo An increase of two and a half ASTM grain size numbers 9 or 
from ASTM 8 to ASTM 5-6, developed an approximate increase in the 
transition temperature of 100 Fahrenheit degrees.· Utilizing the 
relationship of Heslop and Petch(lB) and extrapolating their l'fnear 
. 
- -'·- .. --···---·~----- --~-'-· ·-----~-··--
... - - --·. 
. .. . · ... W:·· - ·-· - .. - -- .. -• ~- ·- . . 
-----~--~~~~,:~~M·•~-~-~c.,,,.,-,~·-re1·ationship to 'the g'rain s'izes found in this investigations,• the. ·. ~ -_-:,·~~->'..:'~• ~---:-~.,~ • -, 
calculated increase in transition temperature is 120 Fahrenheit 
degrees for a shift,from ASTM 8 to ASTM 5.5, ·and 100 Fahrenheit 




to be in good agreement with the experimental ·data· of this inves-
tigation. In addition to the vertical shift, there 1s also a 
horizontal shift in the embrittlen1ent phenomena with changing 
' grain size. for the larger austenitic grain size the location of 
-~--~-the upper limit of··the transition temperature plateau has been . 
. . 
moved approximately 100 degrees to higher tempering temperatures • .....J ------ . 
-- . •-- -- -- - -- --- -----------·----- ------··- - ----
Since ,the 2% Mo alloy is more embri ttled at la_rger austenitic 
\ 
\ 
·----------------- -·------------------·--- - ·- - - - grain sizes, which is synonymous with having less grain boundary . 
~ 
L 
· area, it would appear that the prior austen1tic grain boundaries 
__ -~~=~-=------ ~-=- __ .. - ------'-·- are not the prime site- of embr_j_t.tlem_ent. The de 1 ay in the appear- · -~--- :~~-~: -=· :_-_ ----------11 .• 
,- . 
- . . . 
. 
~ . 
I • • ance of the drop-off from the plateau wi th--i-ncreased austeni tic _,,_. •.. •" ···:··_·, · .. ' . . . 
.'. '•. ' J \ ··,· 
. . . 
_g_rain size wou_ld then _appear 1·to deri·ve from greater diffusion 
distances within the grains •. Poss;bly the atoms of interest must_~--~~~~---• • 
.. 
.. ~. 
:· .' - ;-,. . 
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v ' 
diffuse away from, rather than toward the prior austenitic grain 
, I 
.. 
-- -----·---···· --·----.. - ----~----- ·-· . _ _,._ ' ______ ,_. -·-- -
I ,, ..... ~ ... ~-----· - boundarieso !Further experimental work is necessary to substan-
tiate the cause of the horizontal shift with increased grain size. 
The heavy scatter in the transition temperature data for the 5% Mo 
.... ----~~-·;__. ___ . ~~-~,alloy is believed to be primarily the result_ of undissolved carbides 
1n the matrix. According to Bain and Paxton (9), plain carbon steel 
-----· --_ _ -.---·------will_ dis~olve fiye perc_ent molybdenum at a maximum carbon solubility 
-·· 
..... 
·-------- ----- -~ 
- ' 
.. -- - - - - -· -
--- -· ----~--
- -- --·· --·-- -·· -
of approximately 0.43% and this at a temperature of 2250°F. These 
- temperature and solubility limits are also coincident with the on-
~ set of 1iquation. Since the invest;gatory 5% Mo alloy was austen1-
t1zed at 2075°F to avoid liquat;on, it is physically. impossible · 
for all of the molybdenum to go into solid solution in the austenite. 
CONCLUSIONS 
·The following conclusions are based primarily on the experi-
mental results from the 0% Mo and the 2i Mo alloys and are made with 
\: the assumption that the molybdenum .was esse~tial ly in complete solid 
1. The heat trea-tment produc-i ng the maximum secondary hard-
._· ness effect in molybdenum alloyed steels ___ does not similarly produce · 
i 
' the--maximum embrittled state. In the tempering region: surrounding 
the secondary hardness peak the transition temperature r~spo~$e_~------· 
remains continuous and generally at a level consi.derably below 
---
~-- 1. 
-· :' .· . 
' ".·:-· , ' . -~ 
- -- -----·--·-··-···--·--- ··-· -· ---------- -'-------------~- ~~· 
. 
- - - -- -- -- ---- •· -
-----·'---- - ------------·--·----:~---~~-~~-- ----that-developed at lower tempering te1nperatures. · - . 
i'·; '. ··· I 
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.· · .. ··' . \ 
2. The addition of 2% Mo to a plain 0.40 carbon steel delays 
··· the onset of temper brittleness as indicated by the shift in the 
_...._ - -== 
minima of the transition temperature response to h_igher te1npering . , 
temperatures f) 
-· --~.,--.-'-··- ---··-~·--· 
. . 3. The addition of 2% Mo to a plain 0.40 carbon steel ex-
. \ 
• 
tends the -range of 11 500 degree embrittlement" t~ higher tempering 
. . 
-· ... --~~ __ _: _ _c -. temperatures. The extension is caused by the shift in the transt .. ____ ·· - -·--- ·- --__ -.._---.. ___________ _ 
. 
' 
. tion temperature plateau to higher tempering temperat4res •. 
4. Additions of 2% Mo to the 0.40_ carbon base alloy do not 
. -
-markedly .reduce the severity of u500 degree embrittlerrient" as in-
- ~-- .- : 
. ! dicated by the lack of significant vertical shift at the trans1-
t1 on temperature p 1 a teau. 
-5. In the 2% Mo alloy an increase 1n the prior austeni_tic -
_ ___ grain size of two ASTM fracture· grain size· nunbers raises the 
· trans1 tion temperature approximately 75 Fahrenheit degrees, and 
'• ... . ' 
shifts the plateau approximately 150 Fahrenheit degrees to higher 
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------------ - ---~-- - ------- - ----- ----.. -- -
·tempering temperatures. 
6. Double tempering markedly increases the severity of 
.··.· ----_ ... embrittlement at all tempering temperatures for the 2S Mo alloy . 
. .. ·.·.This is directly i~n opposition-to the reaction nonnally expected 
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- - .... -,-,., .. ·-'" ·- -- ' 
Chemical Composition of Alloys Investigated 
lbat 
.. E!eoeots Analyzed (W0ight %) !dl0nt •· &at (Nocio % Mo) Nusb0ir C. ~ r.1o p s Si Ni Crr w V Cu Al 
~ r&, RIE 117 Oo42 o·.41 <0.01 00015 00019 Oo4ll Oo03 <0.04 <Oo02 <ooOl Oo09 00013 
2%Mo RXE 118 Oo 44'1 0.,415 1.95 0.01 00021 Oa36 0.041 <0.04 <0.02 OoOl 0.01 OoOlO 
5" llo RIE 120 0.41 0,43 4,8S 0.01 0.025 0.49 o.os <Oo04 <Oo02 0.01 0.11 00015 
( 
-- - ... : .. ----- - --:-·- - -~--- ·-·----
· -
' : -~ 
.. 
TABLE II 
~ompilation .of Test Data for the 0% Mo Base Alloy· 
.,.:. 




Transition Temperature (deg F) C1ross Sect o 
Teaparature Hardness Grain Size 6 ·ft: 0 lb 8 ft ... lb 10 ft-lb (cleg F) (Rockwell C} (ASTN No.) Criteria Criteria Criteria 
As Quenched 58.7 6 • 
- -
465 51.6 7 .95 
- • 
· 605 45.1 6.;7 
-65 +70 +100 
675 42.4 6 -220 -185 -110 
-
745 39.6 7 ·3&0t -260 ~2.os 
. 
810 35.2 5-6 
- - • 
-36_5 t 
--900 - 31,8 6 ·320 ·280 
---·---___,. -
-
1005 25.3 ·., 7 -- -- --280 .- -240 -220 
-
---------- --------/--------------- -· - --- --
_,, 
. -·-------···--------- ------- -----·-··-- ·-------~ - ---- .,.____ - ----------·--- - -
· ·• ·-·-··· --'---"->---~~-· -----·--·A11--spscloeimm armnsaled at !$00 F 1 hr. furnace cooled to 900 F and then air COC!Gd t@ ll"COl:J fcsrapeirGtUBll"®: cnustenitiz~d at 1540 F l hll" 0 briim0 tq]UllS1lllChG9d, f olloo~d by liquid ni'tr.ogen 04uezmch oi t'h 10 oin o hold at -320 Ir: teopered at 
. ··--'- _ , indicat0dl te£11?3Jratur0 -l h1r, 61r ine queDched. 
'. 
-"·······:·-·· ~-·-·---,,.'..---·-··- ·. - ---· :-:--'.~.:-:~. 
-
. .,i ---·· "' ••• ·_-;,. ,--_·:.----:- --·, -
. • . . • 
( 
····----··----~-; -. . · ·· · .. · ... · · . · .. ·.· "-- ______ ! __ !ffa.irdDeas apeciEiler.mo- u1eire -1rough- machined Charpy impact- ba1n.J 0.440" square · in 
· . · · · •- · · .. cross oectiomo 2.25" !omg 0 sectiomed ctft· longitudinal aidpoiot after heat 
· · treatcamit o 
·.- · 
fTe111peircnturea below ·320 F are extrapolated point~. 
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TABLE Ill 
Compilation of Test Data for the 2% Mo Alloy 
· Charpy V-Notch Transition Temperature (deg f) Temper iimg 





Croes Sec it o 
Hardness (Rockoell C) 
Fracture 





Following opscimena annealed at 1665 F 1 hr, furnace cooled to 900 F and then air cooled to room tera~rat ure; auo teni tized at 1645 F 1 hr, oil qu911ched o followed by liquid nitrogen quench with 10 min hold at -320 F: tempered at indicated temP3rature l hr, b1r ioo qu0nchad o . • 
As Quenchad H 56o3 
- • • 
-




410 H 55.0 
- • • • -,-·--·-460 I 54.9 8 -220 -120 
-25 600 I 53,0 .. 9 
-190 -110 -50 610 H 51.9 
- - • • 
- 675 I 51.6 9 -220 -145 .95, . 700 H 49,6 • • • 
-740 I -·---- -- - -· 49.6 7-8 -265 -200 -100 745 I 48.5 9 -190 ·145 -80 765 I 48,2 7•8 -290 
-240 -200 795 H 48.2 • 
- • • 815 I 49.0 9.9 
-
.330•• . 





905 H 48.0 • • 
-
• 
• 95~ H 46.6 
- • • • 1005 
' H 46.5 • • 
- • 1025 I 47.0 




-: 1095 H 44.S • 
- • 
-1150 I 41.9 8 • -240 -1s5- -150 1185 H 33.2 • . • 
- • 1300 H 23,7 
- - • 
-












... 170 . 
Follooililg apecimens annealed at 1665 F 1 hro t"urnace cooled to 900 rand then air cooled to rooc teaperroture: austenit!zed at 2100 F 1 hro oil quenched, folloeed by liquid nitrogsn quench with ll.O min hold at 0 320 F: tempered exit indicated teciperatuire l hir a brine quenchedo . 
.. 
61® I 52.l . 5 -125 
-50 -+30 
-
140 I 51.2 ,-5-6, , -165····- -100-- -- ------ .5·· -,., ------·-·- -· . _ .. ·---835 I 48.3 s~s 0 190 0 80 -0-50 . 920 I 47o9 5 ... 210 0 200 ... 12s 
·-
___ :.:,··~·.· --~ 
---'-·_, ~·. : ____ ,.-,.---~-o~.Am ... fcrged hexagonal Cfl'088"'Section Oo6° ·."' 0.7CJ in·diam0teiro approttimately 202513 long. I = &ugh ma~~ined Chall'pf impact bar O 0.440n square 'in ciross secticrm., 2.2s~ long. 
·· •*Transition temperatures below •320 F are extrapolated points. · 
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TABLE IV 






Hardness (Rockwell C) 
Fracture 








10 f't -lb 
Criteria 
Following specimens tempered at indicated temperature l hr, brine quenched • 

















































































































_Following s~cimen tempered at first indicated temperature 1 hr, brine.quenched, followed by liquid nitrogen quench with 10 min hold at •320 F: plus retempering at second indicated temperature l hr,-bt1ne quenched. 
920+860 I 56.3 4 +30 +140 • 
•All specimens annealed at 2150 Fl hr, furnace cooled to 900 F, and then air cooled· to room teoperature; austenitized at 2075 fl hr, oil quenched, followed by liquid oi~rogen quench with 10 min hold at ·320 F. 
**H = As-forged __ ~~xg"ggnql __ ~ross-section 0.6" - 0.7" in diameter, approximately 2.25" _ long-.- --~-_:_~~----· 
~----....,-:;--'-~~__'...c.: .  --=--·--_-__ .L-.. ----:--. _-;-1-~--~Ro~-gh- .~~hined Charpy impact bar, 0.440" in cross section, 2.25" long. 
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Figu1re 8. Ef.fECT OF TEMPERING TEMPERATURE ON THE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND· 
HARDNESS OF THE~ No ALLOY 
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Figure 9 •. EFFECT OF TEMPERING TEMPERATURE ON THE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND 
HARDNESS OF•THE 2J• Mo ALLOY AUSTENITIZED AT 161J5 F 
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Figure 10. EFFECT OF TEMPERING TEMPERATURE ON THE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND.· HARDNESS OF THE 2J Mo ALLOY AUSTENITIZED AT 21·00 F 
U.S. ARNY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY 
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Figure II. EFFECT OF TEMPERING TEMPERATURE ON THE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND 
HARDNESS Of THE si ~ AlLOY 
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_ Figure 12. EFFECT OF TEMPERING TEMPERATURE ON THE 10 FT-LB TRANSITION TEMPERATURE OF THE~ AND 2J Mo ALLOYS 
U. S. ARNY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY , 
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Figure 13. EFFECT OF TEMPERING TEMPERATURE 014 THE 6 FT-LB TRANSITION 
TEMPERATURE Of THE o,g, 2% AND Sj Mo ALLOYS 
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Figure 1·,., TYP,CAL NICIOITRUCTUIE OF TH£ °' ND IA E ALLOY II THE QUEIICHED AID TEMPERED COID,ITIOII. AIOYE SAMPLE AUSTEIITIZED AT 15.0 F FOi I HOUR AID TEMPERED AT 176 F FOR I iOUL (Etchant: IJ lltal) 
U. S. ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY 
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Fl1•re II. TYPICAL NICIOITIUCTUU Of THE FIIE-IIAIIED d No a·LLOY II Tl£ QUEICIIEI . AID TDIPEIEO COIDl7'tOII. AIOYE UIIPLE AUSTEIITIZED AT IMS F FOi I AID TENPEIED AT N F FOi I IOUL (Etclllllt: IJ lltal). 




,, •• ,. II. TYPICAL it1c•osTIUCTUIE OF THE COAISE-IIAIIED 2j No ALLOY II TIIE QUEICIED AID TEMPERED COlflTIOI. · ABOVE SAMPLE AUSTEIITIZED AT 2100 F FOi I IOUI QD TENPEIED AT NI F FOi I IIOUL (Etcllant: IJ 1·1tal) 
U. S. ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY 
50 
. Figure 17. TYPICAL NICIOSTRUCTUIE OF lNE &J No ALLOY II TIE QUEICNO AID TEMPERED COIDITIOI • . AIOYE SAMPLE AUSTE1IT1Z£D AT 2075 F FOR · I HOUR ut· TENPE~D AT 1000 F FOi I IIOUL (Etchant: 1, lltal) 
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Edward Everett Chick, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Chick 
of Portsmouth, New Hampshire9 was born on 13 June 1931 in Bangor, 
Maineo · He received his elementary and high school education in 
the.Claremont, New Hampshire school system, graduating therefrom ;n ' 
. 
June 1949G He entered Lehigh University in the fa11 of 1949 and 
graduated four years later with a Bachelor of Science Degree in 
·~ 
. Metallurgical Engineering. Upon gradu~tion he was commissioned as 
. a Second Lieutenant, USAR from ROTC (DMG). Following a two year 
tour of active duty with the Ordnance Corps he returned to ci vi 1 ian . 
. life and was employed by Giffels, Val let, and Rossetti, a consulting 
engi'neering firm in Detroit, Michigan. Two years later he accepted 
.a p9sition a~ Technical Engineer with the Aircraft Gas Turbine 
·01v;sion, General Electric Company. Cincinnati, Ohio. In March 
1959 he accepted a conmission in the Regular Anny direct fr(?m 
~i vi 1 l; f e and re.turned ·to active duty as a Fi rs t Lieutenant spend-
1 ng a two year combat arms tour with the Artillery at Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma. In June 1961 he was returned to the control of the 
Ordnance Corps and st~tioned at Lehigh-University for graduate 
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gical Engineering9 Captain Chick is married to the fonner Jouette=cc.·~- .. =~~~~==-~-. _ ·. 
,. ·'' - ' -·· ~ .- ..... 
· ------Eif~rt of Reading, Pennsylvania. Captain and Mrs. Chick ar~ the 
·,----·- - parents of :three children •. 
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